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Jump-start your career and get the ASVAB scores you need with this comprehensive guidebook.

Includes more practice tests than any other ASVAB resource, along with profiles of more than 125

military careers. Includes a CD with additional practice tests and a vocabulary builder.
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I thought this book did a pretty good job of preparing me. To be honest, I mostly used it to learn

more about Electronics, Auto/Shop, and Mechanical Comprehension. I've always been very good at

English, so I can't say it really helped me improve there. The book did help me review some math

concepts I had forgotten, too.Some people are complaining that the questions in the book didn't

show up on the test. I just took the ASVAB a month ago and I felt like this book had a very good

idea of the kind of questions that would be on the test. The subject review sections are very helpful.

I studied by taking the first diagnostic practice exam. I read through all the explanations of the

questions, took notes, and then read the subject reviews for any areas I was weak on. I took the



second exam in full and reviewed all the question explanations. After that, I only did exam sections

for subjects I was weak on, again paying attention to the explanations. In all, I probably spent about

6-8 hours studying with this book and nothing else. I scored a 99 and all my line scores were above

140. I couldn't have done it without this prep book.If you're worried, get this book, study, and don't

sweat it test day because you'll do fine.

This book was for my 23 year old who can be be very lazy when it comes to study's because most

work was easy for her she is very bright and always did very little to pass with that said... She loves

this book she had it before she passed her test with a 54 ( passing for her with her H.S.) the book

was stolen by her ex-boyfriend who got a 59 ( not passing for him you need a 35 if you have a high

school diploma or GED if not you need to make a 65 & have 15 college credit ) not sure if this is true

for army as well but do look it up! she was in job corps at the time she was there almost 3 years (

test good for 2 years) for mechanic then Advanced training as a Diesel technician keep in mind she

had no clue about any of this before going so with the classes and her book this has a DVD that she

likes that help with math not her best subject so she loves it for that and it has online help so she

took a pretext and made a 82. FYI my wife made a 81 back in her day for the airforce she did 25

years retired as a senior Master Sgt. So I give this book a 5 but you must do the work!!!

I ordered this book years ago (2010 or 2011?) while I was still in Graduate school. I never used it

until a few months ago when I finally enlisted for the Army. Considering that it has been 9 years

since high school, this book did an excellent job in helping me review a lot of things I had already

forgotten (especially in Math). It also brought me up to speed on subjects I've never studied before,

like mechanical tools and electronics. End result? On my first try, I got a 96 on my overall score,with

130 GT, a score that allowed me to pick any MOS I wanted. Easily the best 20$ I've ever spent in

terms of career investment.

This was a great help for our son, plenty of practice tests he could go over repeatedly till he knew

the content.

To be honest, when I took my ASVAB I didn't study at all. I practically could go into any branch that I

want and qualify for all the jobs that II was considering. I tried a few questions in the booklet and

had my requiter look at it too. The English/ Vocab/ comprehension (maybe the mechanics too)

seemed to be the best parts of the book. I also think it depends on the branch and job you're looking



into. Despite my lack in use of this, I think it's a really good way to review and see which subjects

you need to improve on.

Get these books and you will gaurenteed pass any branch you want in or get probally any job as

well as long as you put in time and effort you will have no problem passing also try and get the

newest version of all these books and cards listed below to ensure best possible success rate all of

these books costed me around $100 well worth it.Asvab For Dummies BookKaplan's Asvab

BookMcgraw's Asvab BookAsvab For Dummies BookMaster The Asvab: Cd Inside: Score High And

Launch You're Military CareerBarron's Asvab Flash Cards

Overall this is great study guide for anyone looking to improve their current score or to assist in

passing the asvab the first time you take it. If you study throughly with this along with using online

study websites, you will pass!

Like many others who have had the great "pleasure" of taking the ASVAB ill-prepared in high

school, resulting in a relatively low score, I was recommended to purchase a study guide. After

leafing through a few pages of this guide, I came to the conclusion that this would be the best guide

for those of us who don't have the additional time to work through a "step-by-step" program that

many of the competitors provide. "Master the ASVAB" is chocked full of practice test material. It

carefully outlines how the test is administrated, and how these practice tests, if taken under similar

testing constraints as the real ASVAB, does a great job in preparing you for the real test. I found that

many of the questions provided in this guide were also listed in the real ASVAB (can't beat that!)

This guides only downfall is its lack of math and word knowledge preparation. I found that many of

the math knowledge questions provided in both this guides practice tests and the real asvab were

not properly explained in this guide, if at all. Furthermore, I found that this guides method of

educating its reader with word knowledge brief and a little uninformative (something similar to the

"flash-card" system provided in the text would be nice.) However, where this book is lacking in those

two fields it significantly makes up for in the mechanical and engineering sections. With plenty of

detailed diagrams and thorough explanations, this guide can seemingly turn any reader into an

apprentice mechanic or engineer. All in all, I am well pleased with my purchase. Scoring a 90 on the

ASVAB has significantly improved my chances in gaining my preferred military career.4 1/2 stars.
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